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EXEOJTIVE SUMMARY 

ISSUE 

1. The Equality Rights Sub-Comnittee is scheduled to table its 
report in the House on 25 OCtober 1985 • It is expecte:l that the 
report will recommend that the ~esent policy which excludes women 
fran canbat, arrl whidl excludes hanosexuals fran the Canadian Forces, 
be dlanged to permit the unrestricted anployment of \<oOT!Ien, and the 
enrolment arrl retention of harKJsexuals, in the Canadian Forces. 

2. The government will be require:l to resporrl to the Sub-
Comnittee report within 120 days. To assist in formulating that 
response, the two policies at issue have been reassessed so as to 
provide the current Canadian Forces position an the employment of 
women, arrl the exclusion of harKJsexuals, in the Canadian Forces. 

aJRRENT POLICY 

3. The current policy on the employment of wcrnen in the Canadian 
Forces provides them with unrestricted employment except that: 

a. \\Omen are rot E!Tiployed in certain units , occupations , or 
positions, for the purp::>se of ensurirg that wanen are not 
employed in oombat: 

b. the ratio of v.anen to men in certain occupations is 
l~ited to the extent necessary to ensure the continued 
effective staffing of those positions restricted to men as 
a result of the policy in sub-para a. above: am 

c. wanen may be tatlFOrarily employed in restricted 
occupations, units or positions, in peace-time only, for 
the purpose of trials or educational training. 

4. The current policy an haoosexuality is that hanosexuals are 
neither enrolled ror retained in the Canadian Forces. 

LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 

5. The current [X)licies that limit the enployment of ~n a.00 
exclude homosexuals are discrllninatory and are facially inconsistent 
with Section 15 o~ the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (the 
Charter). The only viable means of continuirg these policies is to 
argue that they are reasonable lllnits, prescribed by law, that are 
demonstrably justifiable in a free and democratic society, and that 
they are therefore consistent with the Charter within the meaning of 
Section 1. 

6. Regardless of any decision bO retain present policies, if so 
challenged a court may at any t~e rule that they are inconsistent 
with the Charter arrl therefore are of ro force or effect. 
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RATIOOALE 

7. Particular National Defence Considerations. Rights and 
freedoms can be ensured only 1f a nat1on has the will and ability to 
protect its security. The Canadian Government discharges its 
responsibility for security through the Canadian Forces, whose other 
roles are subsidiary to the prime objective of being able to defend 
Canada in war. It \\Ould be illogical to negate the extensive 
resources expended on defence b¥ an unreasonable application of 
Section 15 of the Charter. 

8. Because the Canadian Forces must always be on a war footing, · 
the interpretation of the reasonableness of the two policies should be 
that which would apply in wartime. Strength, stamina, discipline and 
morale are the key attributes of an effective military force. 
Cohesion and morale are enhanced by close living conditions with 
minimal privacy on and off duty; this is significantly different from 
civilian occupations which permit total privacy away from work. 
Members of canbat units face high risk; they must be given the best 
chances of success and survival; otherwise the increased risk of death 
or capture would be the most extreme infringements on their rights and 
freedoms. Physical strength and stamina can be measured. Cohesion 
and morale cannot; therefore p~fessional military judgement is the 
main evidence in considering these vital factors. 

EMPLOYMENI' OF WJMEN 

9. Canada stands with the top few oountries in the \\Orld in the 
proportion of \<Ollen in the arma:l forces; the rate of increase could 
IX-Jt canada ahead of any other nation in the next few years. 

10. Physical strength and stamina are as vi tal for combat 
effectiveness as ever. Tests arrl data in Canada arrl other armed 
forces indicate that about 90% of male applicants meet the highest 
ccmbat requirements, but only about 2% of wanen applicants would. 
Only 15-45% of v.ornen ....ould meet the co11100n standard for 75% of the 
trades if everyone ha1 to be capable of serving with canbat units . If 
lirni tat ions on the anployment of ....anen were removed, strength and 
stamina tests would be essential. If wanen, who now do not require 
the strength because they are rot eligible for enployment in combat 
units, ha:l to meet the starrlard for sudl employment, the total number 
of \Ollen in the Canadian Forces would decrease. 

11. Academic studies and the results of trials raise serious 
concerns about the ability to integrate wanen into canbat units 
without degradation of oohesion and mrale . This process ....ould be 
inhibited by the expected scarcity and high rejection rate of 
applicants. 
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12. Only three nations in the world are known to profess unlimited 
employment of women in their armed forces, and actual numbers so 
ernployerl are negligible. The exclusion of -wanen fran ccmbat is a 
limitation that is accepted as reasonable and justifiable by all other 
free and democratic societies in the world. The deterrent value, and 
the perception of the alliance contribution of the Canadian Forces 
could be diminished by the adoption of unproven, mixed-gender units. 

13. The perfonnance of mixed-gender units in canbat is unknown. 
Unlike other risks in social change that are revocable, risk of mange 
in canbat units could result in death, which is irrevocable. There
fore clear evidence that mixed gender units lf.Ould perform as well as 
proven male units is an essential prerequisite to any change in the 
composition of combat units. 

1 4. 'Ibe unanimous judgement of senior corrrnanders is that the 
inclusion of women in combat would seriously degrade the effectiveness 
of canbat LUlits, and increase the risk to members of death or capture 
in battle. Therefore the continued exclusion of women from cambat is 
a reasonable l~itation that is demonstrably justifiable in a free and 
democratic society. 

HrJr.()SEXtJALITY 

15. Tb achieve sound discipline, which is vital for an effective 
military force, pJWers of authority in armed forces are, by civilian 
standards, extraordinary; unhesitating and unquestioning obedience is 
demanded. Effective leadership requires the respect of subordinates 
and proper use of authority. Experience has shown that many people 
cannot respect homosexuals, to the detriment of their ability bo 
ccmnand. There is aloo fear of misuse of authority to coerce or 
entice acceptance of homosexual a:Wances, which has occurred. Affairs 
between hanosexual superiors arrl suoordinates could lea::l to real or 
perceived favouritism, thus denigrating fair and llnpartial leader
ship. In the strict, heirarchical military structure, the presence of 
homosexuals would adversely affect the discipline needed for an 
effective armed force. 

16. Known homosexuals are ostracized and isolated by other 
members, to the detriment of Wli t oohesion and rrorale. The disruption 
to esprit de CO!"fS resultirg fran the presence of harosexuals has been 
experienced in the Canadian Forces and other armed forces. The 
absence of sound bohesion and morale can result in avoidable extra 
casualties in battle. 

17. Given the intimate living conditions inherent in military 
service, the presence of harosexuals, whose potential sexual interest 
is not discernible by r:hysical gender differences, ....ould be an 
intrusion on the privacy of heterosexuals. Military members should be 
entitled to the standards canadians accord to gender privacy, which 
allows or requires separation for sleeping and personal hygiene, in 
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respect of homosexuals. However, separation of homosexuals from other 
members is neither feasible nor desirable in order to achieve valid 
military objectives. 

18. With prevail irg attitudes in Cancrlian society, an armed forces 
career could lose appeal if homosexuals were openly admitted, 
resulting in the possibility of decreased defence capability due to 
inability to maintain the strength of the armed forces with 
volunteers. 

19. The attitudes of present and future members cannot be 
wished away. Therefore the introduction of homosexuals would decrease 
the effectiveness of the Canadian Forces. There are no viable 
alternatives to their exclusion. The effects of denying entry to 
hcmosexuals must be weighed against the consequences to national 
security, and to the rights of other members, of admitting them. 

20. 'rt1e unanimous judgement of the senior o::mnanders is that 
removal of the exclusion of homosexuals would seriously degrade the 
effectiveness of the Canadian Forces. 

21. Therefore the current policy is a reasonable limitation that 
is demonstrably justifiable in a free and democratic society. 
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GENERAL 

1. In recent years western society has placed an increasing 

emphasis on irrlividual Human Rights. This social change has leil to 

Canada becoming a signatory to several international human rights 

agreements, including the Convention on the El~ination of All Forms 

of Discrimination Against Wcmen. Nationally, it has led to a wide 

variety of legislation, such as the Bill of Rights, the Canadian Human 

Rights Act, the Privacy Act, the Access to Information Act and the 

Canadian Charter of Rights ard Freedans (the Charter). 

2. The Constitution of Canada, whidt includes the Charter, is the' 

supreme law of Canada, and any other law that is inconsistent with its 

provisions is, tD the extent of that inconsistency, of oo force arrl 

·effect. As a result, the coming into force of the Charter on 17 Apr 

82, am particularly the aanirg into force of section 15 of the 

Charter on 17 Apr 85, has necessitated a review of all laws -

includirg regulations, orders arrl policies - to ensure that they meet 

the standards set by the Constitu.tion, and in particular the 

provisions respecting Equality Rights that are containeil in section 15 

of the Charter. 
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3. As part of that review, existing Canadian Forces policies on 

the employment of women and on homosexuals were amongst the equality 

rights issues discussed in the Department of Justice Discussion Paper 

on Equality Issues in Federal Law. The Equality Rights Sub-Ccrrmittee 

of the Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs have held 

public hearings over the past several months on those matters, and 

the Sub-Corrrnittee • s rer::crt is to l::e made to Parliament through the 

Standing Ccmnittee by 15 Oct 85. The Government must then reS}:X)rrl 

within 120 days. 

4. The written briefs and oral presentations that were made to 

the Sub-Caranittee were, almost without exception, OPfCSErl to the 

current CF r::clicies on the employment of "V.Omen and on sexual 

orientation. Accordingly, it is expected that the Sub-Carrnittee 

Re(X)rt will recorrmend that these p:>licies be dlanged, to the extent 

that women be eligible for unrestricted employment in the CF, and that 

homosexuals be eligible for enrolment in, and retention by, the CF . 

It has been government r::clicy to change federal laws and regulations 

that are inconsistent with the Charter so as to avoid the need for 

citizens who are adversely affected by them to resort to expensive and 

time consi.Dning litigation to ootain relief through court decisions. 

5 . In the spirit of this r.x)licy , the Department of National 

Defence has reassessed the rationale for the two controversial 

exclusions practised by the Canadian Forces, namely the proscription 

of women from combat occupations, and the exclusion of homosexuals 

from all military service. 
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AIM 

6. The aim of this paper is to examine the legal issues arising 

out of the Charter in respect oo current policies on the employment of 

women and sexual orientation (homosexuality) in the canadian Forces, 

and to state the rationale for those policies . 

DISCOSSIW 

LEX;AL ISSUES 

THE CHARI'ER OF RIGHTS AND FREEOOMS 

7. The provisions of the Charter that are of major roncern in the 

context of this paper are sections 1 , 15, 28 and 33. 

Section 1 reads: "The Canadian Charter of Rights and 

Freedans guarantees the rights and 

freedoms set out in it subject only to 

such reasonable limits prescribed by law 

as can be derronstrably justifiErl in a free 

and democratic society.•• 
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"15. ( 1 ) Every individual is equal before 

arrl urrler the law arrl has the right to the 

equal protection and equal benefit of the 

law without discrllnination and, in 

particular, without discrimination based 

on race, national or ethnic origin, 

colour, religion, sex, age or mental or 

physical disability. 

(2) Subsection (1) does not preclude 

any law, program or activity that has as 

its object the amelioration of conditions 

of disadvantaged individuals or groups 

includin;:J those that are disadvantaged 

because of race, national or ethnic 

origin, colour, religion, sex, age or 

mental or tflysical disability." 

11 28. Notwithstanding anything in this 

Charter, the rights and freedoms referred 

to in it are guaranteed equally to male 

and female persons." 
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"33. ( 1) Parliament or the legislature of 

a province may expressly declare in an Act 

of Parliament or of the legislature, as 

the case may be, that the Act or a 

provision thereof shall operate 

notwithstanding a provision included in 

section 2 or sections 7 to 15 of this 

Charter. 

(2) An Act or a provision of an Act 

in respect of which a declaration made 

under this section is in effect shall have 

such operation as it would have but for 

the provision of this Charter referred to 

in the declaration. 

(3) A declaration made under 

subsection (1) shall cease bO have effect 

five years after it romes into force or oo 

such earlier date as may be specified in 

the declaration. 

(4) Parliament or a legislature of a 

province may re-enact a declaration made 

under subsection (1). 
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(5) Subsection (3) applies in 

respect of a re-enactment made under 

subsection (4)." 

ARE THE POLICIES DISCRIMINA'roRY? 

8. The first step is to consider whether the provisions being 

assesserl are discriminatocy within the meani113 of subsection 15 ( 1 ) 

and, if so, whether the discrimination is based upon one of the 

grounds listErl therein. There seems to re no doubt that both the 

p:Jl icies respecting the employment of vanen and those concerning 

hanosexuals are discriminatory. Those p:Jlicies are clearly based up:Jn 

group characteristices (ie, sex and sexual orientation respectively) 

rather than tJtX)n the ability of the individual, ard they have advers~ 

consequences (exclusion from anployment) for those affected by them. 

The policies respecting the employment of women are based upon one of 

the grounds enumerated in subsection 15 ( 1 ) , whereas the p:>licies on 

homosexuals are based upon a ground not specifically included therein. 

9. It is probably not significant that ''sex" is a grourr:l of 

discrimination sPeCifically listed in subsection 15( 1) whereas "sexual 

orientation" is not. While there are not yet any authoritative court 

decisions upon which to t;'!lY, it could be claimed that section 15 

prohibits discrimination in general and not merely discrimination on 
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the grounds listed. A person challenging the CF [X)licies on oomo-

sexuals could be required to prove that "sexual orientation" is a 

basis for discrimination against vklich he should be protected. It is 

possible that this would not be a difficult burden to meet because it 

is already a proscribed ground of discrimination under same provincial 

human rights statutes ard international covenants to which Canada is a 

party. 

CAN THE POLICIES BE JUSTIFIED? 

10. Provisions of the law that appear to be discriminatory 

contrary to section 15 must then be exarnine:l in the light of section 

of the Charter to see if they can be justified, and therefore 

retained, on the basis that they represent reasonable limits (on the\ 

right to equality) that are prescribed by law and that can be 

derronstrably justified in a free and democratic society. 

11. There are a number of considerations that are applicable to 

this process of examining apparently discrtminatory ~visions to 

determine if they can be justifia'J on the basis of section 1 , 

incltrling: 

(a) 'Ihe burden is on the Crown (in our case, on the canadian 

Forces) to prove that the provisions 

(1) are reasonable limits: 

CONFIDENTIAl 
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(2) are prescribed by law: and 

(3) can be demonstrably justified in a free and 

democratic society. 

(b) While the courts have not established a finn rule 

that burden can only be discharged by producing 

empirical evidence, they have given clear indications 

that "scientific evidence" in the form of statistical 

and medical evidence based upon observation and research 

is, if rot in all cases absolutely necessary, certainly 

more persuasive than the testimony of persons, albeit 

with great experience, as to the presumed but unproven 

effect of changirg the provisions so that they do not \. 

discriminate. 

(c) It is at least arguable that what is a "reasonable" 

limit will vary fran time to time depench~ on the 

circumstances. In other \o.Ords, a provision that might 

not be a "reasonable limit" in peacetime may be 

considered by the courts to have become "reasonable" in 

an emergency or time of war. In this context it must be 

recognized that the ultimate plrp:>Se of the canadian , 

Forces is to be able to operate effectively in time of 

war. 
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(d) In general terms, it seems safe to say that provisions 

that are contained in regulations (such as the Queen's 

Regulations and Orders for the Canadian Forces) or in 

Canadian Forces Administrative Orders, are "prescribed 

by law" for the p.Jrposes of Section 1 • HCMever, such 

regulations ard orders must not be urduly vague. 

12 . The effect of these considerations upon the policies of the 

Canadian Forces in question ....ould appear to be as follows: 

(a) While there is same basis to argue that the policies are 

"reasonable limits", in the event of a subsequent court 

challenge the key question will be whether the evidence 

is strorJ3 enough to discharge the burden on the Canadi~ 
\ 

Forces. Much of the rationale for the present policies 

appears to be based up:>n expert opinion rather than 

empirical data capable of being scientifically proved. 

If the existing policies are to be retained, the 

rationale for these policies will have to be carefully 

examined by appropriate legal experts in the Office of 

the. Judge Advocate General to determine the manner in 

which , arrl the ~xtent . to which, the arguments can be 

supported by evidence that will be admissible in court 

urrler the applicable laws of evidence. In addition, 

efforts should continue to further develop the rationale 

and to seek out relevant scientific data. 
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(b) '!be burden of proof can be eased if the courts can be 

persuaded to jtrlge the reasonableness of the fOlicies by 

reference to the wartime requirements of military 

service. Efforts should continue to further develop 

this theme and to consider what evidence is available to 

substantiate it, such as identifying the experts who 

could be called as witnesses to support the need for 

peacetime policies that would be effective in wartime, 

and to search for relevant learned studies. 

(c) At the present time, it does oot appear that either the 

policies on the employment of women or those on homo-

sexuals are adequately "prescribed by law. 11 The 

policies on the employment of women appear to be 

contained only in the Minutes of a Defence Council 

Decision in 1971 arrl in certain t>.Ork. instruments. The 

FOlicy on homosexuals is contained in a canadian Forces 

Administrative Order, but is considered to be too vague 

since the activities it seeks to proscribe are not 

enunciated with adequate precision but are, rather, 

based an a vague reference to behaviour that could 

scandalize other members arrl bring discredit on the 

Canadian Forces. The CFAO is currently being amended to 

make it rrore precise. For the rocment, oo action is 
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being taken to ensure that the policies on employment of 

women are prescribed in regulation or orders. This is 

because officials in the Department of Justice have 

advised that the making of a new regulation or order on 

this subject while it is one of the issues upon which 

the Sub-Committee is currently seeking public comment 

1t.0uld be perceived to be highly cynical. The current 

policies, however, cannot be retained without prescrib-

ing in law the limitations which they embcdy, in keeping 

with the provisions of section 1 of the Charter. 

THE IMPACT OF SECTIONS 33 AND 28 

13. Ultimate resort to section 33 of the Charter is at least a 

theoretical possibility to preserve the current policies if they are 

determined to be discriminatory and not be be justifiable under 

section 1. However, it is difficult to conceive of the Government 

resorting to that section in any circumstances short of an emergency. 

In any event, even if Parliament did pass an Act in accordance with 

that section, it 1t.0uld only remain valid for a maximun of 5 years 

unless re-enacted.. AnOther difficulty 'i.()uld be whether an Act passed 

in accordance with section 33 could effectively provide for the 

continuation of our present policies on the employment of women. This 

is because of section 28 , which provides that the rights arrl freedoms 

••• /12 
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referred to in the Charter are guaranteed equally to male and female 

persons nobvithstand.irg anything in the Charter. Section 33 does not 

permit Parliament to declare in an Act that it is to operate notwith-

standill3 section 28. There is not unanimity as to the legal effect of 

section 28 and there are no court decisions to provide guidance, but 

there is a strong body of legal opinion to the effect that section 28 

protects sexual equality from the application of section 33, and that 

even if that latter section were resorted to, provisions based on 

sexual inequality would still be inconsistent with section 28. 

Cabinet would have to take section 28 into consideration before 

deciding to proceed under section 33. 

SUMMARY OF LEGAL CONSIDERATICNS 

14. The following considerations are applicable: 

(a) The Charter is the supreme law of canada, and Canadian 

Forces policies that are inconsistent with it should be 

changed in accordance with Government p:::>licy and must be 

changed if the courts rule then to be inconsistent. 

(b) The Equality ~ghts Sub-cammittee is likely to recammend 

strongly that existing p:::>licies on the employment of 

wanen arrl oo. hanosexuals be changed. 

• •• /13 
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(c) The limitation on the anployment of ~en is 

discriminatory arrl inconsistent with section 15 of the 

Charter. 

(d) The limitation barring the employment of hanosexuals is 

discriminatory and probably inconsistent with section 15 

of the Charter. 

(e) The rationale that has been established for the existing 

policies contains the basis for an argument that the 

policies amount to "reasonable limits" within the 

meaning of section 1 arrl that they are therefore not 

inconsistent with the Charter as a whole. 

(f) The burden of proving that the policies are reasonable 

limits is on the Canadian Forces. 

(g) Much of the rationale is based upon opinion evidence 

rather than enpirical or scientific evidence and this 

makes it difficult for the Canadian Forces to discharge 

the burden of proof. 

(h) There is sane hope that it can be successfully argued 

that whether military provisions are reasonable limits 

on equality rights must be determined on the basis of 
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whether those provisions would be reasonable in wartime 

because of the ultimate role of the Canadian Forces and 

the lack of any predictable transitional period between 

peace arrl war. 

(j) The present policies on the employment of wanen arrl on 

harosexuals are oot "prescribed by law" within the 

rneanirg of section 1 and, until they are so prescribed, 

the Canadian Forces could rot argue in court thc;tt they 

represent "reasonable limits" within the meaning of that 

section. 

( k) Resort to section 33 of the Charter does rot appear to 

be a viable solution, particularly with respect to the 

p:>licies on the employment of \\CIT\en, because of the 

added provision respecti~ sexual equality that is 

contained in section 28. 

~ 

\ 

(rn) Regardless of any decision not to voluntarily change 

existing Canadian Forces policies, the courts may 

ultimately force such a dlange if they rule those 

policies to be inconsistent with the Charter. 
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'lliE PARI'IaJI.AR CIRCUMSTANCES IN NA.TICNAL DEFENCE 

PURPOSE 

15. History has repeatedly shown that when a nation has been 

unwilling or unable to defend itself, its survival as a sovereign 

state has been jeopardized. The past forty years have been 

characterized by many civil and international wars, as a result of 

which many countries have lost varying degrees of freedom and 

democracy. Thus the security of a nation is essential to the 

protection of the rights and freedoms enjoyed by its citizens, and one 

of the fundamental responsibilities of government is to ensure that 

security. 

16. 'Ihe canadian Forces are the main instrument used by the 

Government of Canada to discharge its responsibility for the security 

of the a:>untry. The Canadian Forces meet many national cbjectives in 

times of peace, sudl as contributirg to deterrence, international 

peace-keeping, and acting as the last resort for internal security. 

However, their over-ridin::J purpose is to be capable of deferrling 

Canada in war. 

17. 'Ihe importance of security in the eyes of the people and 

Government of Canada is evident in the share of the federal budget 

that is allocated to defence. It would be logically inconsistent to 

introduce any measure which would negate in any significant way the 
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intent of security policy and the effectiveness of the resources and 

effort whid1 are currently dedicated to that errl. As the Canadian 

Forces oould be so affected by the application of Section 15 of the 

Charter, the removal of any limitation must be given most careful 

oonsideration in the context of Section 1 • 

roiDITIOOS 

18 . As has often happened in the past, the transition fran peace 

to war could be too rapid to make more than minor adjustments within 

military forces first oammitted to battle. Therefore, the canadian 

Forces must be structured, trained, arrl equippErl as though urrler 

conditions of war even in times of peace . 

19 . The requirement to be continuously prepared for war creates a 

difficult problem in determining reasonableness. Canadian society 

normally resists any infringement on individual liberty, and it may be 

expected to relinquish voluntarily any rights and freedoms only when 

it is necessary to do so to ensure national survival. While rrore 

stringent limitations could be expected to be deemed reasonable urrler 

Section 1 of the -charter in times of war, such limitations may also be 

essential in pea~time to en~ure the war preparedness of the Canadian 

Forces. Therefore, canadian society faces a special d1allenge in 

detenninin;J now what might be reasonable in times of war, when 

••• /17 
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considering llinitations vital to the effectiveness of the Canadian 

Forces. 

20. The effectiveness of military forces in war depends on 

conditions which have been proven repeatedly in history, most recently 

in the Falklands. Adequate trainii'J3 ard equipnent are furrlamental 

requirements. Fitness, strength, and stamina are as important today 

as in the past. Above all, however, discipline arrl morale are the 

vital characteristics which determine the effectiveness of ~ed 

forces. The quality of these factors was decisive in enabling British 

troops to defeat the Argentinian forces that were numerically 

superior, well equipped and supplied, and were entrenched in defensive 

PJSitions. Therefore, military corrmanders must accord paramount 

importance to the maintenance of discipline and morale. 

21. The ilnpJrtance of discipline, arrl the special military 

requirements to ·achieve it, have been recognized by the Cc:rle of 

Service Discipline in the National Defence Act. The need for these 

unique provisions to ensure discipline in the canadian Fbrces was 

upheld by the Supreme Court of Canada in 1980. Members of the 

canadian Forces are thereby subject to a different code of laws and 

. 
\ 

systems of trial, because tho;:;;e whim apply to society as a whole do 

not meet the particular needs of military discipline. 'Ihe essential 

requirements of military effectiveness may similarly require an 

interpretation different from those which apply to Canadians in 

general, insofar as reasonableness in the context of Section 1 of the 

Olarter is ooncernro. CONFtDENTIA~ 
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22. The difficulty faced by democratic societies in arriving at the 

different standards needed for effective military forces was 

emphasized by former Chief Justice Warren of the U.S. Supreme Court: 

"It is indisputable that the tradition of our oountry, 

fran the time of the Revolution until now, has supported 

the military establishment's broad power to deal with its 

own personnel. The rrost obvious reason is that courts are 

ill equipped to determine the impact upon discipline that 

any particular intrusion upon military authority may 

have. Many of the problems of the military society are, 

in a sense, alien to the problems with which the judiciary 

is trained to deal." 

23. r.t:>rale and battle effectiveness are dependent on a strong 

sense of cohesion and team spirit within combat units. TO foster 

these attitudes, military members are deliberately p.1t into close 

contact both on arrl off duty. Barracks-style life is therefore not 

a question of the availability of resources. Similarly, other demands 

for space on a warship result in crowded living conditions that cannot 

provide the privacy of individual roans, shower stalls, or toilets. 

Unlike other vocations, military service does not involve association 

with fellow anployees ooly at the \\Ork-place, with oomplete privacy at 

0 0./19 
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other times. Rather, in combat units in particular, members v.ork, 

sleep, and eat in close proximity to one another, with little privacy 

for extended pericds, as a necessary condition to be able to meet the 

objectives set them. Therefore the differences between the work place 

conditions in society at large, and those in armed forces, must be 

taken into account in considering the reasonableness of any 

limitations related thereto. 

24. Members of combat units are liable to exposure to high risk on 

a scale and for pericds unparallelErl in any other occupation. In the 

absence of optimum conditions for effectiveness in battle, the risk is 

increased. The consequence could be defeat for the nation; for the 

members, it could be loss of life or loss of liberty as prisoners of 

''~ar, the most extreme infringements of their individual rights arrl 

freedcms. Therefore the consequences of maintaining lirnits on the 

employment of specific grou}:S in the Canadain Forces must be weighed 

against the p:>ssible impact on the rights of other members to be 

afforded the best possible conditions for success and survival should 

they be committed to battle. 

25. The bnportance of physical capability and morale in combat 

cannot be over-stated. Within limits these factors can canpensate for 

deficiencies in numbers, equipnent, and training. While fhysic~l 

capability can be define:l arrl measurErl scientifically, morale cannot • 
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It is a state of mind that is achieved by a complex combination of 

measures and circumstances that are not scientifically quantifiable. 

The probable effect on oorale of dlanging current canadian Forces 

policies on homosexuals and the employment of women is not measurable 

with material evidence. Again, the problem this situation I;X)ses for 

society was ccmnenterl on in a joogement rerrlererl by the United States 

Supreme Cour : 

"It is difficult to oonceive of an area of 

governmental activity in which the courts have less 

competence. The a:rnplex, subtle, and professional 

decisions as to the composition, training, equipping, 

and control of a military force are essentially 

professional military judgements ••• " 

26 . The professional judgement of experts who have spent careers 

. 
\ 

carrying the responsibility for the ~eparedness for war is therefore 

of particular importance in deciding whether or not changes should be 

made to the current limitations on the enployment of w::men, and the 

exclusion of haoosexuals, in the Canadian Forces. 

EMPLOYMENT OF WJMEN 

GENERAL 

27. ~'bnen have served in the Al:med Forces of Canada since 1885 . 

'rneir numbers increased in times of war, but reduced to very snail 
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numbers in peace-time. However they have played an increasingly 

irnp::>rtant role in the Canadian Forces over the past 1 5 years . In that 

time the number of women in the Regular Force has increased from 

approximately 1500 to some 7240. Approximately 29,000 positions in 

the total force of 82 ,000 are open to ....omen. In 1985 more than 8. 7% 

of the regular members of the Canadian Forces are canposed of vunen. , 

Within NATO only the United States, with 9.5%, has a higher percentage 

of women in their military forces. Fewer than five countires in the 

world are known or I:Jelieved to have a higher percentage of w:men in 

their aDmed forces. 

28. The current trerrl in the Canadian Forces will likely continue. 

The proportion of women now undergoing training at the private level ' 

is 12 .8%, arrl at the officer cadet level it is 13%. Should future 

recruiting follow this pattern, and attrition of service~ remain 

stable, the percentage of ~en in the Canadian Forces may surpass 

t7lat of every other nation in NA'ID, and possibly the ....orld, in the 

next few years. 

29. Unlike inc?ustcy, the Canadian Forces cannot normally hire 

qualified members for all levels of responsibility from the general 

population. The Canadian Forces must enroll people at a very junior 

level and assist them to pvogress up the rank ladder as they develop 

skills arrl gain experience. Because the role of wanen in the cana:Han 
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Forces has expanded rrore than four- fold in the last 15 years, the 

number of women serving in senior positions is low but it is steadily 

increasing. At the present time the average length of service of 

women in the Canadian Forces is 5.8 years, whereas the average for men 

is 11.4 years; even so, women are progressing in rank at a faster rate 

than men. 

CURRENT POLICY 

30. Based on a Defence Council decision of 5 July 1971, the current 

policy on the employment of women in the Canadian Forces provides them 

with unrestricte:l employment except that: 

a. wanen are not employed in certain units, occupations, or ~ 

positions, for the purpose of ensuring that women are not 

employed in combat; 

b. the ratio of wcmen to men in certain occupations is limited 

to the extent necessary to ensure the continued effective 

staffing of those positions restricted to men as a result 

of the :POlicy in sub-para a. above; and 

c. women may be temporarily anployed in restricted 

occupations, units or {X>Sitions, in peacetime only, for the 

purpose of trials or educational training. 
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31. In 1979 a series of trials called SWINTER (Service ypmen in 

Non-Traditional Environments and Roles) was initiated to detennine if 

employment opportunities for ¥.Omen could be expanded reyond the limits 

prescribed in current policy. The interim trial reports submitted to 

date indicate that suitably selected and trained servicewomen can 

perform their technical duties effectively within the trial units in a 

t:eacetime, non-crisis setting. These trials, of which the air trial 

is yet to be completed, have already resulted in an expansion of the 

role of w:mten in the canadian Forces. However, they .....ere of necessity 

conducted under peacetbne conditions and participation was limited to 

volunteers. During the trial period, the units could ret be subjected 

to the intensity of employment that would be encountered urrler wartime 

conditions oor, of oourse, were they subjected to the real stress of 

war. An analysis of the trial results continues, arrl can be expect€9 

to influence future p::>licy. 

32. Any restrictions on the employment of v.omen within the Canadian 

Forces must be carefully balanced against their right to equality, as 

guaranteed by the Charter. This balancing must occur in all aspects 

of the current rx:>licy. Whenever J:X>Ssible, employment practice in the 

forces must be blind with respect to gender, and this applies to the 

.whole mix of skills necessary to maintain an effective and credible 

force. Although military forces perform numerous peacetime national 

tasks that are not significantly different in terms of personal risk 
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and effort from those performed by comparable civil orqanizations, 

military policies must be designed, even in peacetime, to contribute 

to both individual and collective effectiveness and survival in 

cambat. Unlike civil organizations, the military must deploy its 

people in such a manner as to ensure that they are ready for instant 

use if a contingency arises, because military crises are often 

unpredictable in both scale and timing. Here again, the military case 

is unique. The peacetime situation, even in regard to human rights, 

must frequently be based upon a wart~e setting. 

33. All of the resources available to the canadian Forces must 

contribute to the security of the nation. The most ~rtant of these 

resources is people, and Canadian Forces personnel policies must be 

designed to foster those attributes that are essential bD the 

maintenance of an effective operational force, especially in wartime. 

Paramount am:mgst these are: 

a. physical fitness arrl endurance; and 

b. cohesion arrl morale. 

PHYSICAL FI'INESS AND ENDURANCE 

34. It is currently popular to conterrl that this is an .age of 

11pushbutton warfare" in which such traits as :fhysical strength and 

endurance are no longer relevant. It is true that since the Second 
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World War technological innovation has resulted in a more economical 

use of manpower, but the predaninant effect of these innovations has 

been to increase the destructive capability, range, and mobility of 

modern weaJ?Ons systems. The net result has been an intensification of 

the battle and an increase in its tempo, to the point \~ere the 

physical demands made on the individual combatant have, if anything, 

increased. In fact the many wars that have l:een fought in the last 

decade have been characterized by heavy demands on the strength, 

stamina and determination of the o:xnbatants involved. It is antici-

pa.ted that, probably even more than in the past, OPJ?Osirg forces in 

battle will continue to fight to the point of physical exhaustion, and 

a decisive factor in modern battle will continue to be the robustness 

of individual combatants. The ability of military personnel to 

sustain the intensity of continuous and lengthy military operations is 

of major concern in all m:rlem military forces. For this reason, the 

Canadian Forces must ensure that the young Canadians woo are recruited 

for I_X)tential combat service meet the fhysical standards required to 

succeed on land, at sea arrl in the air. 

35. A major development affecting the need for high physical 

standards is the potential use'of chemical and biological warfare 

agents. In ~rost future war settings which might involve Canadians, 

canbatants \IOuld have to be able to carry out their duties on ship, in 

the air or on the battlefield while wearing heavy and cumbersome 
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chemical warfare clothing and respirators for prolonged periods of 

ttme. This equipment, of necessity, does not allow adequate 

ventilation; thus heat accumulation would further degrade stamina. 

36. Following the Falklands Campaign of 1982 the Secretary of State 

for Defence, in his presentation be the UK Parliament concerning 

lessons learned, stated: 

"The rrost important factor in the success of the task force was 

the skill, stamina and resolution displayed by individual 

servicemen. The value of professional, volunteer, highly 

trained and carefully selected Armed Forces was amply 

demonstrated. The specialised training of a substantial 

proportion of the landing force - such as the Commandos - was a 

particularly significant asset. The quality of British 

Servicemen was exemplified by the defence of the landirg at San 

Carlos; by the determined assault on heavily defended enemy 

positions at Goose Green; by the remarkable series of night 

attacks before the fall of Port Stanley; and by the outstanding 

performance of the Harrier and helicopter pilots." 

He also stated, 

"The most decisive factors in the land war were the high state 

of individual training and fitness of the land forces, together 

with the leadership and initiative displayed especially by 

junior officers and NCOs ." 
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37. The ilrrportance of physical fitness and endurance of the 

soldiers, sailors and airmen throughout the Falklands campaign was 

profoundly evident. There were many cases where the ability to endure 

prolonged physical stress placed victory within grasp. 

38. The available medical literature indicates that there are 

significant differences between the genders in physical endurance 

characteristics. Men terrl to have a greater potential for endurance, 

and even at sub-maximal WJrkload levels, ....omen generally have to WJrk 

much harder to accomplish the same amount of work. 

39. The male heart is larger and thus produces a higher stroke 

volume (the amount of blood forced from the heart for each beat). 'Itle 

male lurJ3 is also larger, thus allowirg a greater vital capacity 

(maximum volume of air that can be expelled from the lungs following a 

rnaxirnun inspiration). The heart rate of men is approximately five to 

eight beats per minute slower than that of ....omen, both at rest and at 

all levels of exercise. 

40. Men have a higher percentage of rErl blocrl cells than wanen aoo, 

in addition, hav~ a 30% greater amount of total haemoglobin (the 

oxygen-carrying component in the body); thus they have a higher 

quantity of oxygen in the arterial blood at any given time. During 

heavy exercise wcrnen have to increase cardiac output in order to 
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compensate for this lower arterial oxygen haemoglobin. Since they are 

llinited by heart size and total blood volume, the only way to increase 

their cardiac output is to increase their heart rate. WOmen therefore 

operate at a level closer to their max~um than men and will reach 

exhaustion sooner. For this reason females cannot generally achieve 

as high a vo2 max (a measure considered the best single criterion of 

cardiovascular endurance) as do men. Males can, on the average, 

achieve a V02 max level 15 to 20 percent greater than that of females. 

41. The overall effect of these cardiorespiratory factors is that 

the female endurance is approximately 67% of that of the male. When 

females participate with males in a training program they can achieve 

considerable aerobic bnprovement1 qualitatively and quantitively the 

response to training is usually s~ilar, but the absolute values 

remain substantially higher for males. 

42. In 1982 the Netherlands Army adopted a three-level gender-free 

physical endurance standard based on its assessment of operational 

requirements. It is of interest to oote the effect that the irnposi-

tion of such a standard would have on a representative sample of 

canadian rnilitari-age youth. The projected rejection rates given in 

the Figure belCM are based on · a Canadian Public Health Association 

survey. 
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ENOORANCE J.EVELS <F CNW>IANS ( 17-19 YEAR;) 

Netherlands Netherlands Projected Projected 
Army Army Canadian Canadian 

Level Standard Male Female 
Maximal Rejection Rejection 
Oxygen Rate Rate 

COnsumption (percent) (percent) 
( ml/kg/min) 

I: Infantry, Arrrour 45.0 9 99 
Engineers 

II: Artillery, Signals 40.0 3 70 

III: Other 35.0 0 27 

43. Assuming that the Netherlands Army standards reasonably reflect 

endurance requirements under field conditions, it is evident that a 

high percentage of women would experience difficulty in coping with 

the more rigourous aspects of life in a canbat environment, whereas 

the majority of military-age rrales would oot. When ooe takes into 

consideration a s~ilar disparity in upper body strength levels, the 

only reasonable conclusion is that the entry of servicew::men into 

non-traditional roles and environments must be conditional upon 

meeting valid physical standards; otherwise, the overall physical 

capability (hence effectiveness) of the unit would be degraJ.ed. At 

the same time it should l:e ooted that the imposition of such standards 

would l~it the e'ntry of females much more than males; it has been 

estimated that 75 percent or nt>re of currently serving v.onen in the 

Canadian Forces would not meet the standards for canbat traJ.es or 

employment with combat units. 
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44. The Defence and Civil Institute of Environmental Medicine has 

completed the first phase of a five-year gender-free physical 

standards study for the Canadian Forces. This study has determined 

the upper body strength requirement for all occupations of non-

corranissioned members. It has also measured the ability of representa-

tive groups of men anc1 wanen in the Canadian Forces to meet these 

requirements. (The study has yet to crldress officer occupations 

because it was concluded that the results for non-commissioned members 

could be applied to rrost officer occupations.) The Canadian Forces is 

currently examining the possible application of gender-free physical 

standards resulting from this study. 

PHYSICAL STANDARDS AND CONSEtJUENCES 

45. Apart fran rudimentary height and weight limits, the canadian 

Forces has not used strength or stamina standards for enrolment 

. 
\ 

because they were oot necessary for men. Recent tests and information 

fran other military forces have confirmed the reason: the average 

strength and stamina of young Canadian rrales is such that about 90% of 

these applicants would meet the most demanc1irg requirements. The 

small proportion unable to meet the highest standards after training 

is within the ability of units .to manage with appropriate task 

assignment. 
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46. The same is not true of women. Because of the factors 

previously cited, only about 2% of women applicants would meet the 

most stringent requirements, and only 1 5-45% \'.Ould qualify for the 

canmon standaro that \'.Ould be required for 75% of the trades in the 

Canadian Forces if everyone had to be capable of serving with combat 

units. t'lith the present p:>licy for the employment of v.anen, this 

problem does not arise, and strength and stamina tests are rot used. 

The minimum male ratios ensure that sufficient men are available in 

non-combat trades to fill their trade positions within combat units, 

for whid1 a high standard of strength arrl stamina is needoo for the 

more rigorous aommon duties that every member in a combat unit must be 

capable of performing. As wc:.men in these trades are not employable in 

such positions, their average strength and stamina are assumed to be 

sufficient to meet the lesser, purely trade-related needs. 

47. A consequence of current policy is that men in many non-canbat 

trades are frequently exposed to rrore ardoous, less static, and in 

battle more dangerous, employment with combat units. This limit on 

the equitability of anployment of men is a ·oonccmitant of, and no less · 

reasonable than, the present limitation on the employment of ~en. 

48. If the current limitations on the employment of ...anen were 

removed, strength and stamina tests for female applicants for oombat 

trades \'.Ould be essential, arrl only a very small percentage would 

qualify. Also, it is assumed that the rationale underlying sudl a 
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decision would require equitability in the assignment of non-combat 

trade members to positions serving with combat units. TO ensure that 

female members in such trades were physically capable of service with 

combat units, strength and stamina tests would be required for most of 

the trades in which \>.OIDen row serve. Again, only 15-45% of the female 

applicants would qualify. It is also possible that expansion of the 

scope of employment to include service with o:xnbat units could 

diminish the attractiveness of a service career for some potential 

women applicants. Thus the net effect of removing the present 

limitations on their employment would likely be a significant 

reduction in the number of w::men employed in the Canadian Forces. 

These factors may be the reason why the three western nations that 

have declared a p:>licy of unrestricted employment actually have less 

than one quarter the proportion of wonen servill3 in their annoo force~ 

than does the Canadian Forces. 

c:cHESIOO AND MJRALE 

49. The flexibility required in battle requires that any unit which 

may potentially be deployed in a combat ~ne should be treatoo as a 

canbat zone unit. ' Although each deployed unit, sub-unit and indivi-

dual has a normal role to fulfi-ll, the uncertainty of battle is such 

that the oormal limits of that role rna.y be exceeded. In the land 

battle in particular, every soldier deployed in the canbat zone is an 

integral part of the fighting team; he must provide for his self-

protection and may be given general military employment or fighting 
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tasks that are oot oormally included in his regular military 

occupation. Every soldier deployed in the combat zone i s therefore 

liable to an unpredictable degree of contact with the enemy, a varying 

degree of tasks ranging through a broad spectrum of military employ-

ment and, as an integral part of the fighting team, a contribution to 

the collective operational effectiveness of the force. 

50. The mechanisms by which men in canbat are irrluceJ. to face death 

and fight, when the natural tendency is to run away, have long been 

matters of vital interest arrl concern to the military profession. The 

profession has long recognized the key DOle played by high morale, 

which rests in large part on the degree of cohesiveness which groups 

of combatants can manage to achieve. 'Ihe basic mechanism has been 

well described by the prominent British military medical authority aqd 

scholar, Hajor-General F.M. Richardson, who wrote: "It is that their 

(the soldiers•) natural instincts of self-preservation, which would 

counsel them when in real danger to run away, are· balanced by acquired 

herd instincts cornpellin::J them to face up to an:1 overcane danger am 

fear for the sake of the group" • 

51. In their landmark study of combat motivation among German 

soldiers in the Second World War, Shils aro Janowitz established that 

a decisive determinant of the individual soldier•s performance was 

membership in, arrl acceptance by, a squa:1 or section whidl maintained 

its structural identity. COhesion within the primary group was 

enhanced by a number of factors including gratification of certain 
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personality needs such as the display of manly toughness, a quality to 

which Richardson also alludes. In addition, Shils and Janowitz noted 

that deserters tended to be those who had difficulty assimilating into 

groups. These observations on the importance of primary group 

cohesiveness are shared by a number of scholars including Marshall 

(Second World War and Korea), Stouffer (Second WOrld War), Little and 

Clark (Korea) and Chaputo (Vietnam). The applicability of primary 

group theory within the Canadian context has been confirmerl by 

Kellett. 

52. With regard to the prospect of successful integration of w:men 

into cohesive mixed-gender ccmbat teams, an important matter of 

professional concern is the problem of peer acceptance. The S'liNTER 

Trial results to date indicate that there has been a degree of sociaJ. 

acceptance of servicewanen by their male peers in the trial units 

within the context of a peacetime, non-crisis setting, but at the same 

time tt,.,o ancmalies in the peer acceptance data have been observed 

which create legitimate doubts as to whether adequate levels of peer 

acceptance (and hence unit a:>hesiveness) rould be sustained in a 

combat situation. 

53. Measures of the levels of peer acceptance can be taken fran the 

responses to questionnaires administered to male trial participants 

prior to the arrival of servicet;tQTJen at their units, arrl subsequently 
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at various stages while the trial was actually in progress. The 

specific question put to the participants was whether or not qualified 

women should be given the opportunity to serve in various types of 

units in canbat formations. In 1980, prior to the arrival of service-

women for the land trial, 75 percent of the male participants indi

cated that they would accept women servirg in canbat support units, 60 

percent were in favour of v.omen serving in signals, artillery and 

engineer units, and 46 percent were in favour of women serving in 

infantry and armoured units. However, by the third year of the trial, 

peer acceptance hcd declined from 7 5 percent to 67 percent in the 

acceptance of women in supp::>rt units, from 60 percent tD 39 percent 

for ....onen servirg in signals, artillery arrl engineer units, arrl fran 

46 percent to 35 percent for women serving in infantry and armoured 

units. A similar trem was also abservErl in the sea trial report. IA 

1980, support among males for women serving in support ships was 80 

percent, 45 percent for service in destroyers and 34 percent for 

service in submarines. By 1984, however, these levels of support had 

dropped from 80 percent to 33 percent in the case of support ships, 

fran 45 percent to 14 percent in the case of destroyers, and frcm 34 

percent to 14 percent in the case of suanarines. While the sampling 

for these surveys was small, the evidence of decreased peer acceptance 

was significant and disturbing. 

• •• /36 
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54. Of perhaps even rrore crucial importance is the question of what 

happens to peer acceptance levels during high-stress situations. The 

land trial results are of little help in this respect, since stress 

levels during the land trial remained relatively stable. During the 

sea trial, however, the situation was quite different. In 1982 and 

again in 1984, the trial ship was at sea, during which ti.Jre the stress 

level was relatively high. In 1983, on the other hand, the ship was 

docked for refit and the crew lived ashore in a relatively stress-free 

environment. During the first tour at sea in 1984, peer acceptance 

dropped fran the pre-trial level of 80 percent to 68 percent with 

respect to ....omen serving in support ships. However, during the 

relatively stress-free refit pericrl in 1983, peer acceptance climbed 

dramatically to 94 percent (an all-time high), only to drop again 

precipitously to 33 percent (an all-ti.Jre low) in 1984 when the crew 

returned to the higher stress environment of life at sea. This 

appears to indicate that women are accorded relatively high levels of 

peer acceptance during stress-free periods, but in high-stress 

situations, sudl as would be the case in canbat, peer acceptance (and 

hence unit cohesion) could drop significantly at precisely the time 

when high cohesiveness arrl morale are needed most. It cannot be 

over-emphasized that combat conditions, characterized by long periods 

without sleep, by physical exhaustion, terror, deafening noise arrl the 

constant possibility of death, are far TCDre stressful than a period of 

sea duty in peace-time; thus the group reaction obsetved lll"'rler 

conditions of limited stress could well be magnified in circumstances 

of extreme stress. 
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55. Another concern is the effect on cohesion and morale of small 

groups of women in combat units. As previously stated, there is no 

indication that there are large numbers of young women who are 

interested in a career in combat occupations. For example, if there 

were such a demand, it might have been expected that such individuals 

would have appeared before the Equality Rights Subcarunittee to seek 

satisfaction of their personal aspirations. Such was not the case; 

the many witnesses who appeared argued only the principle of 

opportunity and showed oo personal interest in a career in the combat 

elements of the Canadian Forces. 

56. The anticipatErl lc:M interest, coupled with the lCM physical 

qualification rate, would probably result in \toOillen a:mstituting only a 

small proportion of combat units for the foreseeable future. This 

w::luld exacerbate the problem of peer acceptance. R.M. Kantner, who 

studied the social dynamics of varying ratios of wanen in female/male 

groups, emphasized the problems that result fran such a situation. 

She fourrl that with pro}?Ortions of ~ in the order of only 15%, 

dispersal and personal reactions prevented the formation of a cohesive 

group. Thus maintenance of cohesion in canbat units, necessary for 

military effectiveness, ....ould be jeopardized by the inclusion of 

wcmen, particularly in the small m.mbers expected. 
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OTHER NATIONS' POLICIES 

57. As previously mentioned, Canada is in the forefront in 

producing actual results in expanding the employment of women in 

military forces. Of all the countries in the \I.Orld it is estimated 

that fewer than 10 employ ~ in canbat; only three have actually 

been identified. Although Belgium, Holland and Norway have declared 

the removal of all limitations on the employment of wanen, they still 

apply oornpulsory military service to men only. No oountries are known 

to conscript women for combat units. 

58. Canada, then, is consistent with most other nations, including 

the major powers, in not extending the role of women into combat 

units. The following is a detailed review of the policies, and actual 

achievements, in the employment of women in other nations. 

59. United Kingdon. W::>men do not serve in combat arms nor in 

canbat support units. They do not normally serve aboard HM ships, nor 

are they employed as aircrew except as loadmasters on C-130 aircraft 

in a freight-carrying role. 

60. United States. Like Canada, the United States has a canbat 

exclusion p:>licy. ~en are excluded from cxxnbat in the Navy and Air 

Force by statute. In the Anny wanen are exclooe:J fran canbat as a 

matter of p:>licy based on probability of hostile engagement. By u.s. 

Army staroards, wanen \\Culd be exclude:l fran all Canadian army field 

units. 
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61. Warsaw Pact Nations. As far as can be determined \OTlen are 

exclt.rlerl fran canbat in all Warsaw Pact forces despite the Soviet 

Union's experience with the use of women in combat during the Second 

world War. W::men to::'lay serve in small nunbers in purely traditional 

roles such as medicine and conmunications. 

62. Belgium, Netherlands and Norway. These three NATO nations do 

not exclude wanen fran canbat duty, arrl do in fact employ vonen in a 

variety of combat and combat-related roles, but it is in such small 

numbers that in practice women are nearly absent fran oambat 

employment. 

63. Denmark. Denmark' s enployment p:>l icies are very similar to 

Canada's in that wanen are not employed in units whose primary role :i,.s 

cnnbat. Denmark is, however, conducting experiments with limited 

mmbers of w::Jnen to determine the feasibility of their enployment in 

ccmbat. 

64. France. Limited numbers of wc:men are crlnitted to certain forms 

of "operational employment .. involvirg .. more or less direct 

participation in" combat", although most units whose primary role is 

combat are closed to them. 

65. Other NATO Nations. The following NATO nations either employ 

small nunbers of \Ollen in traditional roles or exclLrle them fran the 

military entirely: 
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a. Greece; 

b. Italy; 

c. Luxemburg; 

d. Spain; 

e. Turkey; and 

f. West Germany. 

66. Israel. Since 1949 Israeli policy has been to exclude ....unen 

fran canbat. Despite the popular impression that wcmen still fight ht 

the Israeli forces, the existing policy is quite clearly the contrary. 

67. Asiatic Powers. The three main asiatic powers, India, Japan 

and the People 1 s Republic of China, exclude women fran combat. 

68. Within the three NATO countries that do not exclude wcmen fran 

combat duty, there were in June 1985 a total of only nine ....anen 

servirg in canbat occupations. A further 77 were serving with canbat 

units in rcn-combat occupations. 
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69. An overview of the total number of '101\en employed in the armed 

forces of other nations is as follows: 

Total Regular Number of 
Policy Nation Strength Servicewomen Percent 

Women Excluded Canada 82,832 7,240 8.7 
from combat 
(13 Nations) Denmark 29,736 708 2.4 

France 562,116 13,500 2.4 

Greece 170,500 1,618 1.0 

Israel* 172,000* 17,200* 10.0* 

Italy 375,000 Nil Nil 

Luxemburg 700 Nil Nil 

Spain 347,000 8,600 2.5 

Soviet Union* 5,050,000* 10 ,000* 0.2* 
,, 

Turkey 569,000 27 0.00 

United Kingdom 326,849 16,576 5.1 

United States 2,124,012 201 ,210 9.5 

'West Germany 495,000 106 0.02 

Unrestricted Belgium 90,101 3,457 3.8 
Employment of 
~n Netherlands 103,022 1,409 1.4 
(3 Nations) 

., 

Norway 38,098 461 1.2 

* No official figures available. Data are taken fran 

authoritative unofficial sources. 
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70. In summary, all but three of the democratic nations in the 

world have limitations on the employment of wanen in ca11bat units. 

Although these policies are of long standing, they have been subjected 

to frequent review. The U.S. policies have been upheld by the Supreme 

Court against constitutional challenge, and the government of 

Australia gave the matter thorough consideration before enacting 

legislation in 1983 to limit the anployment of ....omen from service in 

combat units. Therefore, the exclusion of women from combat is a 

limitation that has been accepted as reasonable and justifiable in 

most of the free ar£1 democratic societies in the world. 

MILITARY DETERRENCE 

71. The canadian Forces, by definition, must be effective 

internationally. In order to contribute to deterrence, the 

comer-stone of NATO strategy, the Canadian Forces must not only be 

effective, they must also be perceived to be so by other nations. 

Such an external perception similarly contributes to success in 

peacekeeping. 

72. 'lbe armed forces of other nations in the world are, with 

insignificant exception, composed of exclusively male combat units. 

To the extent that the canadian Forces must be prepared to oombat 

the forces of such nations, it is not unreasonable to expect that our 

credibility - and therefore our ability to deter aggression - might be 

adversely affected if we were perceived to have forces of a 
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significantly different character. Even if it were impossible to 

determine whether mixed-gender combat units would be less credible and 

effective, if they were perceived to be so by other nations, their 

deterrent value would decrease. Similarly, the perception of Canada's 

contribution to NATO might be affected adversely if the Canadian 

Forces adopted unproven, mixed-gender canbat units. 

SUMMARY 

73. The Canadian Forces policy on the employment of \tOTten has been 

thoroughly re-examined. The need to seek broader anployment 

opp::>rtunities for wanen has been re-confirmed, not only as a matter of 

principle, but also because of the requirement to expand the 

recrui tirg base as the number of yourg men enterirg the jcb market 

decreases in the next decade. Therefore the Canadian Forces must 

continue to pursue the maxirmlll ernployabili ty of wanen in order to 

fulfill the responsibility to provide an effective military force. 

74. While there is empirical evidence that can assist in the 

confident expansion of wamen 1 s roles in the support area, the same is 

not true of combat' units. The only three oountries that have used 

lt.Ollen in canbat in rrodern times, the USSR, Yugoslavia, arrl Israel, 

have produced no scientific or scholarly data on the subject. In all 

three cases, there may have been no alternative. Enemy forces were in 
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tl1e homeland, and the supply of men may have been exhausted. 

Therefore, perhaJ;S the only way they could put more people into battle 

was to extend the anployment of ....omen to oombat units. In all three 

cases, the employment of women in combat units was discontinued soon 

after fighting ended, when there was obviously an alternative. Again, 

there is no official, reliable explanation of why these countries 

ceased to employ \<,Omen in oombat units. 

75. There is considerable historical experience of the behaviour of 

all-male fighting forces under a wide variety of conditions. With 

this knowledge, corrrnanders in the field can judge the rorale and 

capability of their men, and estimate with same confidence what is 

attainable and what is not in battle. There is m such anpirical 

evidence upon which to base s~ilar estlinates for mixed-gender unitsJ, 

The resulting uncertainty 1oo.0uld complicate decision making, with 

possible life and death consequences. 

76. Although there is little useful data arout the performance of 

women in combat, there is sufficient evidence to give clear 

indications of serious effects on the oohesion of combat units should 

wanen be intrcrluCed to them. The implications of such a result must 

be understcx:rl in tenns of the · reality of ccmbat. If errors in 

jlrlgement are made in the introouction of dlange in other segments of 

society, they are usually manageable arrl correctable. However, should 

similar errors be made in dlanging the o:mtpOSition of combat units, 

the result could be additional loss of life, whidl is irrevocable • 
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Therefore, clear evidence that mixed-gender combat units could 

function as effectively as proven all-male units is considered bo be 

an essential prerequisite to any change in the composition of combat 

units. 

COOCLUSICN 

77. The senior oammanders of the Canadian Forces have two major 

responsibilities. The first, bo the Government of Canada, is bo 

maintain the ccrnbat readiness of the Canadian Forces. The second, to 

the people they comnand, is to do their utmost to ensure that those 

who face death in battle are given the best possible chance of success 

and survival. 

78. Based on the factors presented, it is the unanllnous 

professional military jLrlgement of the senior ccrnma.nders in the 

canadian Forces that ret"''llVal of the limitation on the anployment of 

women in combat would: 

a. seriously degrade the effectiveness of combat units in 

battle; and 

b. increase the risk to· rrembers of oombat units of death or 

capture in battle. 

79. Therefore, the continued exclusion of women from combat is a 

reasonable limitation that is demonstrably justifiable in a free and 

democratic society. 
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SEXUAL ORIENTATION ( HOMJSEXUALITY) 

GENERAL 

80. Each year a number of cases of homosexuality or suspected 

hanosexuality are sutmitted to National Defence Headquarters. Every 

case is very carefully examined. If it is confirmed that the 

individual is a hanosexual, he or she is released. In cases where 

there is insufficient information to clearly establish homosexuality, 

no career action is taken. A review of documentation for the years 

1981 to 1984 reveal that a total of 212 suspected cases were reported; 

of this nl.lllber, 84 males and 80 females were released fran the Service 

for homosexuality. 

81. Changing attitudes in society, as well as the develofJitents in · 

human rights legislation, have led to a review of the Canadian Forces' 

policy on homosexuality. The significance of evolving attitudes in 

society is recognized, but they have to be assessed in the light of 

the fuooamental precept that policies for the canadian Forces must be 

consistent with the essential nature arrl purpose of the Forces. It is 

in this context that the review was conducted. 

amRENT POLICY 

82. 'ttle canadian Forces enrol and retain only such persons as are 

capable of performirg all military tasks that may be assigne.:l to then 
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and whose behaviour and values are ccmpatible with the military 

environment. It is the experience of the Canadian Forces that 

homosexuals carmot fit socially and functionally in the organization; 

once their presence is known, they affect the organization adversely. 

Accordingly, it is a matter of policy that persormel who oonrnit 

sexually abnormal or homosexual acts will neither be enrolled nor 

retained in the Service. 

83. This policy is universal in its application because of the need 

for diversity and flexibility in the employment of military 

personnel. A partial proscription would not be workable because of 

the loss of employment flexibility that would result. 

EXERCISE AND ABUSE OF AUTHORITY 

84. Sound discipline is absolutely essential for an effective 

military force. Armed forces cannot be deliberative l:x:xHes; they must 

be an executive aon in which the prime law is obedience. Subordinates 

must obey the orders of their superiors without hesitation, even when 

those orders may severely compromise the subordinate's personal safety 

or canfort. Such .~rving d:ledience in extreme circumstances arises 

not from rational conviction and discussion, but from discipline. 

85. TO achieve that discipline, exceptional authority is vested in 

superiors in the dlain of OOJ1Illand. The ~r accorded an officer is , 

by civilian starrlards, extraordinary. The effective use of this 
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authority to maintain good discipline DeqUires that leaders have the 

respect arrl confidence of those who they caronand, arrl that the 

authority be used only for its intended purpose. 

86. There is still within Canadian society a deeply-rooted 
I 

antipathy towards haoosexuality. For manbers to \man harosexuality is 

repugnant, the introduction of homosexuals into a system of powerful ' 

authority ard unquestionifl3 obedience has damagin;J effects. The 

reaction of such a subordinate to a homosexual superior is dUninished 

respect and confidence, to the detr~ent of the superior's exercise of 

authority. This effect is well recognized in other military forces. 

Basoo on experience in the United States Air Force, the following 

evidence was submitted to a court which upheld the release of a 

hanosexual fran that service: 

known homosexuals in positions of leadership do 

not oonmand the respect of their subordinates, 

creatirg an irreparable breakdown in the systen of 

rank and comnand that is essential to the success of 

the military mission." 

. 
\ 

87. A second reaction is apprehension that the superior's authority 

will be used in sexual advances. This ooncem has been validated by 

actual experience; there have been cases in the Canadian Forces in 
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which subordinates stated that they unwillingly submitted to 

homosexual advances fram their superiors because of fear that the 

latter \I.Ould otherwise misuse their authority against them. Another 

reaction is to resist the authority of a homosexual superior, as a 

defence against the possibility of that authority being misused in 

sexual advances. 

88. Misuse of authority can take another form. Cases have occurred 

wherein a superior sought to gain acceptance of hanosexual crlvances by 

promisi03 a subordinate to use the superior•s influence to assist in 

securing a preferred posting, or to enhance promotion prospects. A 

related concern is that an affair between a homosexual superior and 

subordinate could create a tend much oore likely to cloud judgement 

than ordinary male friendship, resulting in real or perceived 

preferential treatment of the subordinate. This would diminish the 

fair and ~rtial exercise of authority necessary for good 

discipline. 

89. Effective discipline has two basic requirements: a superior 

who ccmmands well, arrl a subordinate woo obeys without hesitation. As 

is evident from eXperience, the pcesence of homosexuals detracts from 

roth of these requirements, arrl therefore affects adversely the 

discipline needed for an effective armed force. 
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COO.ESIOO AND MJRALE 

90. As previously discussed, cohesion and morale are essential for 

an effective military unit. The importance of cohesion was vividly 

described by an experienced senior u.s. army field oonmander: 

11The single rost important factor in winning or 

losing in battle is unit cohesion ••• When (soldiers) 

are actually getting shot at, the thing that causes a 

soldier to deliberately risk his life in pursuit of 

the mission really consists of about three things: 

Number one, his pride in his organization; number two 

his pride in his leader, but more important than 

anythin;l else is the borrl that exists between he and 

his fellow soldiers. Without that cohesion (in a) 

unit, you will get a lot of people killed that 

shouldn • t t:e killed. " 

. 
\ 

91. The presence of homosexuals in a unit is prejudicial to that 

cohesion. A ccmnon reaction is the total isolation of a hanosexual 

fran the other irenbers of the unit. The fear of t:eing identified as a 

homosexual prevents the heterosexual from befriending or associating 

with a hanosexual, and as a result the hanosexual is ostracized from 

barrack arrl unit life. At worst, the reaction can vacy fran open 

hostility to physical assault. 
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92. The damage to team spirit can be exacerbated by the prescence 

of larger numbers of homosexuals. In one instance activities of a 

clique of homosexuals at a small unit gave rise to jealousies which 

resulted in open hostility, arguments, and abusive language among 

them. In another, a sport intended to foster oohesion was shunned by 

other members because it was dominated by homosexuals. 

93. The antipathy toward homosexuals in armed forces is the result 

not of moral judgement, but of the practical effects of their presence 

in the coooitions of military life. For example, heterosexual members 

can accept the close physical proximity and physical contact that are 

unavoidable in barrack life, aboard ship, and in combat situations. 

However, they recoil fran any members who receive sexual stimulation 

from bodily contacts with persons of the same sex. As the conditions 

cannot be changed, the reaction is to shun or expel the hanosexual. 

94. The deeply-rooted attitudes of many people to homosexuality 

" \ 

also results in then seeiTJ3 the presence of hC(OC)sexuals as inimical to 

the image of a military unit. Thus their pride in the unit, and hence 

their morale, is diminished. 

95. The adverse effects of homosexuals on the cohesion and morale 

of military units have also been experienced by u.s. forces, as 

affirmed in the following staement by a court which upheld the release 

of a homosexual member: 

••• /52 
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"To ask the question is to answer it. The effects of 

homosexual conduct within a naval or military unit 

are almost certain to be harmful to morale and 

discipline. The Navy is not required to produce 

social science data or the results of controlled 

experiments to prove what ccmnon sense am ccrrmon 

experience demonstrate." 

RIGHTS OF HETEROSEXUAL MEMBERS 

96. There are conditions peculiar to armed forces that unavoidably 

impinge on the freedom of life-style of their members. The close-

contact working and living conditions have already been described. 

Also, for practical reasons, freedom of association is severely 

limited in the armed forces. Members have little dloice, not only 

regardi.rg the intimacy of their associations, but also regarding with 

whcm they must associate, ooth on and of f the job. 

97. TO force heterosexual servicemembers to sleep and shower next 

to homosexuals under the conditions described would obviously be a 

further intrusion an their life-style. Canadian society has consis-

tently recognized a right to .privacy between men and women, which not 

only allows but usually requires separation of the sexes as they sleep 

am perform personal hygiene. In the case of hanosexuals, the 
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potential for sexual interest during close association is not made 

obvious by physical gerrler differences. It would therefore not be 

consistent with society•s standards for male/female privacy to require 

heterosexual members to live with and expose themselves to homo-

sexuals. The alternative of providing homosexuals with separate 

sleeping and wash~ facilities is neither desirable nor viable. Any 

further camparmentalization of unit members would be prejudicial to 

cohesion and esprit de corps, and reduce flexibility of assignment. 

Also, the provision of separate facilities would be physically 

~ssible in many circumstances, such as on warships, and could not 

be ensured on deployed operations. 

98. The conditions imposed on service members that limit their 

rights and freedoms are unavoidable and necessary to the effectiven~ss 
\ 

of the Canadian Forces. The further infringement on those rights that 

would result from the acceptance of homosexuals must be given as much 

consideration as that accorded to the rights of homosexuals. 

RECRUITING POI'ENTIAL 

99. As already mentioned, there is a large segment of canadian 

society that is at best uneasy about hamosexual i ty. Given the 

intimate association and unquestioning obedience that are necessary 

characteristics of military life, there is concern that the presence 
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of homosexuals in such conditions would decrease the overall appeal of 

a service career. Prospective applicants to whom homosexuality is 

abhorrent could be expected to decline placing themselves voluntarily 

in a position where they could be under the command of a homosexual. 

Likewise, applicants who are aware of the close quarters of military 

life could be expected to refrain fram surrendering so much of their 

privacy in the presence of homosexuals. 

100. One of the features of military service is that it affords the 

opportunity for the youn:J arrl unformed to mature in a controlled 

environment that is in concert with the standards considered desirable 

by many of those who influence them, sudl as their parents, teachers, 

and friends. This perception of the suitability of the armed forces 

for young people would be changed for many if homosexuals were 

inclucled. As one member observed, "the presence of harosexuals in .the 

forces would certainly hamt recruiting. I would not allOW' my daughter 

or son to become part of a military organization that openly allowed 

hanosexuals. Would you?" 

101. Any decrease in the recruiting base resulting tram the 

admission of hOmosexuals would exacerbate the enrolment difficulties 

already expecte:l fran the decline in the numbers of young Canadians 

entering the job market in the next decade. The net result could be a 

decrease in overall military capability because the strength of the 

armed forces could rot be maintained at authorized levels with 

volunteers. 
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COMPARABILITY WI'lli EXCLUSIOO OF Ol'HER GROUPS 

102. Public debate on this issue has p:>stulated a parallel with the 

exclusion of a group on the basis of some other distinction such as 

race. The argument is that the exclusion of homosexuals, because of 

the reaction to then of other members, is the same as would be the 

exclusion of a group because of a racial prejudice held by other 

members, which unquestionably would be unacceptable. 

103. This analogy does not stand up, particularly in the military 

setting. Racial prejudice is based upon a passive characteristic, 

such as skin olour. It is reasonable to expect that in armErl forces 

such superficial characteristics would lose their significance more 

rapidly than in other environments because of the intimate circum-

stances in which the rrernbers live and ~rk. Therefore the existence 

of any such prejudice would diminish so as not to interfere seriously 

with the development of the esprit de corps and camaraderie that are 

so important to the effectiveness of a military unit. This was 

certainly the case in u.s. forces, which achieved successful racial 

integration with less difficulty that other segments of American 

society. 

1 04. The adverse reactions to hcmosexuals are rot similarly rooted 

in a passive characteristic but rather arise from the active character 
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of tileir sexual proclivity, which is at best unwelcome to hetero-

sexuals. The active character of harosexuality would not, like skin 

colour, became less intrusive with military members living together in 

intimate circt.nnStances. On the contrary, tile active aspect of a 

homosexual•s proclivity would be intrusive and would render the 

relaxed intimacy of barracks life sexually ambiguous and strained. 

Thus tile continued close association of heterosexuals and homosexuals 

would not soften but would aggravate tensions, resultirg in 

progressive deterioration of cohesion and morale. 

105. The fallacy of tile analogy argument is oorne out by actual 

circumstances, which recognize the different characteristics of 

differentiation on tile basis of race as opposed to horoc>sexuality, and 

which are based on their practical effects on a military force. The 
\ 

canadian Forces does not exclude groups on the basis of race because 

the passive nature of their difference pecnits integration without 

prejudice to the maintenance of an effective military capability: 

homosexuals are excluded because their active characteristic would 

prevent such assimilation, and their presence would therefore degrade 

military effectiveness. 

arHER NATICNS 

106. The p:>licies of three major western nations on hanosexuality 

are as follows: 
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a. United Kingdan: The Army Act, the Naval Discipline Act and 

the Air Force Act all proscribe hanosexual corrluct on the 

part of servicemen and servicew:::>rnen and render such oonduct 

offences uooer the respective Acts. Hanosexuals are not 

recruited, and if it is determined that a member is a 

hanosexual, that manber is released; 

b. United States: The United States policy on hanosexuality, 

which has been upheld in their Supreme Court is as follows: 

Homosexuality is incompatible with military 

service. The presence in the military 

environment of persons who engage in 

honosexual conduct or who, by their 

statements, demonstrate a propensity to 

engage in homosexual conduct, seriously 

~irs the accomplishment of the military 

mission. The presence of such members 

adversely affects the ability of the armed 

forces tD maintain discipline, go::d order, 

' and norale; to foster mutual trust and 

confidence arnoiJ3 servicernembers; to ensure 

the integrity of the system of rank and 
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command; to facilitate assignment and 

worldwide deployment of servicemembers who 

frequently must live and work under close 

conditions affordin:;J minimal privacy; to 

recruit and retain members of the armed 

forces7 to maintain the public acceptability 

of military service; and to prevent breaches 

of security. 

c. Federal Republic o f Germany: German authorities consider 

that it is bnpossible for homosexuals to function in an 

unrestricted manner in their armEd forces. Although 

horoosexuals may be enrolled (the denial of their enrolment 

would provide an easy excuse to avoid conscription), they 

are rot permitted to hold p:>sitions of o:mnand or oontrol. • 

SUMMARY 

107. The men and ~en who make up the armed forces today, arrl those 

who will be recruited in the next few years, are oot irrmune from 

deeply held values arrl attitooes of Canooian society. Their strong 

aversion to homosexuality cannot be wished away; it is a fact that 

must be taken into account in assessirJ3 the consequences of putting 

homosexuals among them. 
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108. A paradox in this issue is that the secret hanosexual who 

remains completely unidentified can provide (and has) effective 

military service. The damaging effects of their presence begin when 

they are identified, because it is then that the injurious reactions 

of other members set in. Conversely, it is the oovert hanosexual who 

is most likely to be a target for coercion attempts to breach 

security. 

109. Alternatives to exclusion, in order to prevent the crlverse 

impact of hanosexuals on the Canadian Forces, have been considered. 

The possibility of providing separate sleeping and bathroom facilities 

is neither desirable nor feasible. Arrj attempt to change the 

attitudes of heterosexual members would be a major undertaking that 

would detract fran the maintenance of an effective force in the 

process and, intuitively, is considered to have low ~babilities of 

success. 

110. It must be reiteratoo that neither the lea'lership nor the 

members of the canadian Forces are attempting to pass ooral jlrlgements 

on haoosexuality or its place in society at large. The concern of 

comnand is the practical oonsequences that \I!Uuld result from a dlange 

in pol icy. '!'he concern of the manbers is the personal, practical 

effects en them, and en their rights, of having to accept haoosexuals 

amo113 them. These consequences to national security, arrl to the 

rights of other members, must be weighed against the e.ffects on the 

rights of harosexuals of continuiiJ3 to exclude them fran the Canadian 

Forces. 
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CCNCLUSIOO 

111 • Based on the factors presented, it is the unanimous 

professional military judgement of the senior commanders in the 

Canadian Forces that removal of the exclus·fofJ of h::mosexuals 'f.Ould 

seriously degrade the effectiveness of the Canadian Forces. 

112. Therefore, the continued exclusion of homosexuals from the 

canadian Forces is a reasonable limitation that is demonstrably 

justifiable in a free and democratic society. 
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